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Abstract. Image segmentation is useful to extract valuable information for an ef-
ficient analysis on the region of interest. Mostly, the number of images generated
from a real life situation such as streaming video, is large and not ideal for tradi-
tional segmentation with machine learning algorithms. This is due to the following
factors (a) numerous image features (b) complex distribution of shapes, colors and
textures (c) imbalance data ratio of underlying classes (d) movements of the cam-
era, objects and (e) variations in luminance for site capture. So, we have proposed
an efficient deep learning model for image classification and the proof-of-concept
has been the case studied on gastrointestinal images for bleeding detection. The Ex-
plainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) module has been utilised to reverse engineer
the test results for the impact of features on a given test dataset. The architecture is
generally applicable in other areas of image classification. The proposed method has
been compared with state-of-the-art including Logistic Regression, Support Vector
Machine, Artificial Neural Network and Random Forest. It has reported F1 score of
0.76 on the real world streaming dataset which is comparatively better than tradi-
tional methods.

Keywords: machine learning, explainable AI, image processing, medical images,
capsule endoscopy.

1. Introduction

Machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) systems imitates the humans way
of learning by associating the cognitive ability and pattern recognition. AI systems are
quite complex and intend to mimic human intelligence and automatic learning; ML is
about automatic decision making and future predictions through given data distribution
and pattern recognition and without explicit coding. Image classification using ML for
commercial purposes is good but is still needs improvement in complex images such as
medical imaging including cancer cells, endoscopy, x-ray and MRI images. Thus human
capabilities and expertise is still superior in these fields as compared to ML.

ML models are flexible, efficient and well-generalized but they are opaque and ob-
scure to understand about how they work. Its power of reasoning is thus limited due to

⋆ This is an extended version of a conference paper [44]: Explaining Machine Learning-Based Classifications
of In-Vivo Gastral Images
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inability to layout the road map of the decision making phenomenon in case of testing
dataset. Thus machine learning model must be able to give justification about the model
rationale which can be evaluated by experts to audit the decision making factors. There
should be a quantified phenomenon to see how the machine reasons for an outcome in
contrast to a human expert for potential conflicts and legal norms. Explainable artificial
intelligence (XAI) provides such a formal explanation by the model agnostic interpreta-
tion against action taken or decision made by ML model, given the test data and features
involved. Figure 1 shows the basic XAI framework with valid questions to be answered

Fig. 1. Basic motivation of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) is to answer the four
questions. The inputs to XAI are the trained model and test dataset.

by the underlying ML model. They include questions like (a) What is the prediction (b)
What is the credibility of model (c) Conditions of model failure (d) How to correct errors
if any? Afterwards, it justifies the recommended decision through explanation interface.
Now the motivation question to consider is that why to use CNN, gastral images and XAI?

1. Actually, CNN imitates human brain to learn by automatic features extraction with
numerous layers and neurons as said by father of deep learning Professor Geoffrey
Hinton. Professor believed that neural networks are not stuff of science fiction or toil
in obscurity. Neural networks are simplified model of how the brain works [41].

2. Gastral images obtained from capsule endoscopy for example, are complex due to
movement of camera, organs, noise, compression for transmission. Thus if a model
can learn these obscure images then it would also work well on other real world
application involving similar constraints and assumptions.

3. XAI explains the test results in regards to feature proportions involved in training
just like a psychologist who explores the reasons behind humans’ way of thinking.
Otherwise the human mind is invincible to traverse for how it works and processes
information.
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1.1. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

Deep learning is a subdivision of machine learning involving neural networks that work
similarly to the human brain and are capable of learning from unstructured data such as
images [58]. The strength of deep learning is that the low-level features of an image (edges
or textures) are compared and connected to the higher-level features (shapes, objects)
automatically and autonomously by the model using enormous amount of training data.
It involves the hierarchy of concepts for information extraction in form of image features.
In traditional machine learning algorithms like SVM, Linear regression, Random Forest,
the features have to be extracted from the images manually, whereas in deep learning like
CNN, features are learned from the raw data automatically by the network [31].

A CNN is a feed-forward neural network that is used to identify the complicated fea-
tures in the dataset. It can devise and derive features from unprocessed data automatically
and can work on massive amounts of data. CNN performs remarkably good in the fields
of images-analysis, pattern-detection, edge-detection, image/object recognition, power-
ing vision in robots, for self-driving vehicles, etc. It also reduces computational burden
by offering the automatic feature extraction and briefly explained in the subsection below.
There are a variety to deep learning models available for CNN architecture. Similar to the
CNN model proposed by Jia et al. [37], each of the model CNN involved in the ensemble
has been comprised of eight-layers that involve three convolutional layers (C1-C3), two
fully-connected layers (FC1, FC2) and three pooling layers (MP1-MP3). In our execution,
rectified linear units (ReLUs) are used as the activation function in convolutional layers
(C1-C3) and the first fully-connected layer (FC1). Max-pooling is used in the pooling
layers (MP1-MP3) to detect the maximal activation over input patches. Lastly, the output
of the second fully-connected layer (FC2) consists of two neurons (bleeding and normal)
and can be activated by a soft-max regression function, which is defined as:

fθ(x
(i)) =


Q(y = 1|x(i); θ)
Q(y = 2|x(i); θ)

...
Q(y = M |x(i); θ)

 =
c

b
(1)

where

c =


exp(θ(1)⊤x(i))
exp(θ(2)⊤x(i))

...
exp(θ(M)⊤x(i)

 (2)

and

b =

M∑
k=1

exp(θ(k)⊤x(i)) (3)
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So

fθ(x
(i)) =

c

b
(4)

where x(i) ∈ ℜn are the input attributes with the corresponding labels y(i). M is the num-
ber of classes. The model parameters θ(1), θ(2), . . . , θ(K) ∈ ℜn are trained to minimize
the loss function:

L(θ) = −(1)

[
t∑

m=1

K∑
n=1

1
{
y(m) = n

}
log

exp(θ(n)⊤x(m))∑K
j=1 exp(θ

(j)⊤x(m))

]
(5)

where t denotes the size of the training set. Particularly, in the binary classification setting,
we have y(i) ∈ {0, 1} and K = 2. CNN derives the features from images automatically,
which results in a reduced computational burden and reducing the semantic gap between
humans way of perceiving and algorithmic approach. Image features are learned during
the training of the network on the image dataset. One more benefit of using CNN is that
only the number of filters and the filter size is required to be defined, whereas the values
of the filters are determined by CNN automatically during the training phase. Unlike most
of the other ML techniques, object detection in images is carried out by CNN regardless
of the location of the object to be recognized. Pooling feature of CNN also prevents over-
fitting of the network.

1.2. Explainable Artificial Intelligence

Explainable artificial intelligence is getting a lot of attention nowadays. Machine learn-
ing algorithms have been used for medical imaging but these models do not explain the
assessment they make. Humans cannot trust these models since they do not understand
the reason of their assessment. Although there is an increasing number of works on in-
terpretable and transparent machine learning algorithms, they are mostly intended for the
technical users. Explanations for the end-user have been neglected in many usable and
practical applications. Many researchers have applied the explainable framework to the
decisions made by model for understanding the actions performed by a machine. There
are many existing surveys for providing an entry point for learning key aspects for re-
search relating to XAI [6]. Anjomshoae et al. [10] gives the systematic literature review
for literature providing explanations about inter-agent explainability. The classification of
the problems relating to explanation and black box have been addressed in a survey con-
ducted by Guidotti et al. [32] which helped the researchers to find more useful proposals.
Machine learning models can be considered reliable after integration of explainability
feature for the expert analysis and retraining of the model. Contextual Importance and
Utility has a quite significance in explaining the machine learning models by giving the
rules for explanation [26]. Framling et al. provides the black box explanations for neural
networks with the help of contextual importance utility [25][27].
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There are many methods used for providing the explanations for example; LIME
(Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations) [3], CIU (Contextual Importance and
Utility) [26], ELI5 [2], Skater [5], SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations) [4] etc. Most
of them are the extensions of LIME which is an original framework and approach being
proposed for model interpretation. These techniques provide model prediction explana-
tions with local interpretation, model prediction values with shape values, building inter-
pretable models with surrogate tree based models and much more. Contextual Importance
(CI) and Contextual Utility (CU) explains the prediction results without transforming the
model into an interpretable one. These are numerical values represented as visuals and
natural language form for presenting explanations for individual instances [26]. The CIU
has been used by Anjomshoae et al. [9] to explain the classification and prediction results
made by machine learning models for Iris dataset and Car Pricing dataset where the au-
thors have CIU for justifying the decisions made by the models. The prediction results are
explained by this method without being transformed into interpretable model. It yields the
explanations for linear as well as non linear models demonstrating the felexibility of the
method.

Fig. 2. The estimated incidence and prevalence of worldwide cancer cases [17], [49].
Most of them are related to gastrointestinal organs

1.3. Capsule Endoscopy

In Gastroenterology (GI), gastric cancer is the fifth most common cancer worldwide and
seventh most prevalent in accordance to the GLOBOCAN 2018 as shown in Figure 2.
In few states of India such as Tamil Nadu, Assam, Kerala, and Karnataka, the malignant
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Fig. 3. Sample video shots of GIngastrointestinal tract with bleeding symptoms. Capsule
endoscopy images collected from PSRI hospital, New Delhi -
www.psrihospital.com

tumors or cancers are most commonly present in the squamous cells of the esophageal
carcinoma section of the digestive tract [18]. For males, 10% of the total cancers is Col-
orectal cancer and that makes it the third most prevalent cancer in males with cases of
663,000 all over the world. Whereas, it is the other most frequent cancer in females with
cases of 570,000, which is 9.4% of the total cases globally [49], [17].

GI tract comprises of several organs such as digestive canal, throat or esophagus, liver,
duodenum, bile ducts, pancreas, gallbladder, small intestine, and large intestine, colon,
rectum. Gastroenterology also addresses the complications that may harm these organs in-
cluding polyps, ulcers, cancer, and esophageal reflux. Wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE)
technique was first introduced in year 2000 [36]. The small intestine is one of the com-
plex organs to diagnose and heal without conducting surgery. CE supports physicians to
see inside the regions of our body that are not readily reached with traditional endoscopy.
The video obtained by the pill-sized camera used in WCE is carefully observed by the
doctor for irregularities inside the digestive system. The manual review of WCE video is
not time-efficient, with an average reading time of 45–120 minutes approximately [21],
[?]. RAPID software is available with the PillCam kit to automatically detect the bleeding
frames out of all the frames from video captured by the camera. The efficiency obtained by
this software is not satisfactory [36], [22], [50]. It may also skip the frames with inactive
bleeding or frames with blood spots of very small sizes. As the results obtained by Pill-
Cam’s RAPID software algorithm are not efficient, there is a need for a better algorithm
to detect the anomalies in WCE frames [55].
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Our goal is to propose an automated soft-computing technique for the detection of
presumed frames that can have the appearance of bleeding. This may significantly lessen
the evaluation time while the ultimate judgment is still left to the endoscopy experts. The
paper has been organised as follows: next section 2 is about the contemporary literature
survey for research motivation and gaps; section 3 is the proposed methodology; section
4 is performance metrics; section 5 is about results of the case study; section 6 is about
conclusion and future directions.

2. Literature Review

This section studies the motivational state-of-art work done in the field of image seg-
mentation to detect plausible abnormalities like polyp, tumor, ulcer and bleeding. Table
1 gives the comparison of the existing machine learning approaches proposed for the
endoscopic bleeding detection whereas figure 4 gives the classification of the different
approaches used for the anomaly detection in the digestive tract. Most of the investigated
modern techniques based on this comparison have worked on the automated detection of
abnormalities seen in the GI Tract Endoscopy.

Table 1. State-of-the-art comparison for the bleeding detection in endoscopic images

Type Study Year Dataset Method Results
ML [48]

Obukhova
et al.

2019Bleeding frames in
KVASIR (open),
8000 images

Block-based
segmentation and
color characteris-
tics

95% accuracy

ML [53] Tuba
et al.

2019Bleeding framesinF.
Deeba, “Bleeding
images and corre-
sponding ground
truth of CE

Texture and color
features (HSI,
CIE ULBP),
GrowCut

0.85 Dice simi-
larity coefficient,
0.092 misclassifi-
cation error im-
ages, 50 images

ML [56] Jia et
al.

2018Bleeding frames
in 1000 WCE im-
ages from random
patients.

Superpixel-color
histogram, KNN

0.9922 accuracy

ML [30]Ghosh
et al.

2018Bleeding zones in
Kid: Koulaouzidis-
iakovidis database
for capsule

Semantic seg-
mentation,
SegNet, CNN

94.42% accuracy
Endoscopy, 335
images

ML [13] Bchir
et al.

2018Multiple bleeding
frames in Imag-
ing PillCam, 1275
frames

Fuzzy C-means
clustering, KNN

90.92% accuracy

ML [28]
Ghosh et
al.

2018Bleeding frames in
CE (Online), 2350
images

Color Histogram
of Block Statis-
tics

97.85% accuracy
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ML [52].
Sivaku-
mar et
al.

2018Bleeding frames Superpixel seg-
mentation, Semi-
Naı̈ve Bayesian
classifier

N/A

ML [29]
Ghosh et
al.

2017Bleeding frames
in The capsule
endoscopy web-
site (public), 2350
frames from 32 WCE
videos

Cluster based sta-
tistical feature ex-
traction

97.05% precision

CNN [33] Ha-
jabdollahi
et al.

2019Bleeding regionsinF.
Deeba, “leeding im-
ages and correspond-
ing ground truth of
CEimages

Multi-layer
perceptron, CNN

AUC-ROC 0.97,
DICE for CNN
0.869 for MLP =
0.831

CNN [38] Jia et
al.

2017Bleeding frames in
1500 WCE images

Handcrafted fea-
tures based CNN

F1 score 0.9285

CNN [37] Jia et
al.

2016Bleeding frames in
10,000 WCE images

Deep CNN with
SVM

Recall 99.2%, F1
Score 99.5%

Other [34] He et
al.

2018Hookworm frames in
West China Hospital,
440K images

CNNs (Edge
extraction and
Hookworm
classification
network)

88.5% accuracy

Other [54]
Vieira et
al.

2019Small bowel an-
gioectasiasinKID
(public), 27 images,
and PillCam, Miro-
Cam in Hospital of
Braga (Portugal),
300 frames

Maximum
a Posteriori,
Expectation-
Maximization

Sensitivity
96%, Speci-
ficity 94.08%,
Accuracy 95.58%

Other [7]
Alaskar et
al.

2019Ulcer in Dr.
Khoroo’sMedical
Clinic (Online avail-
able), 1875 images

AlexNet and
GoogleNet CNN

100% accuracy
with learning rate
0.0001

Other [12] Aoki
et al.

2019Erosions and Ul-
cer frames in The
University of Tokyo
Hospital, Japan,
15800 images

Deep CNN
with a Single
Shot Multibox
Detector

91.5% accuracy

Other [47]
Nawarathna
et al.

2019Mucosal abnormality
in MiroCam WCE
images

Filter bank,
local binary
patterns, Textons
histogram

Recall 92%,
Specificity 91.8%
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Other [42] Leen-
hardt et al.

2018GI Angiectasia dur-
ing small bowel in
6360 frames from
pre-med students

CNN-based
semantic seg-
mentation

Sensitivity 100%,
Specificity 96%

Other [23] Dia-
mantis et
al.

2019GI Abnormalities in
Endovis challenge,
10,000 images, and
KID, 2352 images

Look-Behind
Fully CNN
(LB-FCN)

AUC 93.5%

Other [14] Bil-
lah et
al.

2017Polyp frames in
Endoscopic Vision
Challenge, more than
14,000 images

Color wavelet,
CNN and SVM

Accuracy
98.34%, Sen-
sitivity 98.67%,
Specificity
98.23%

Other [20]
Deeba et
al.

2017Bleeding frames in
PillCam SB1 and
PillCam SB2, 8872
images

SVM ensemble
and exhaustive
feature selection

Accuracy 95%,
Specificity
95.3%, Sensitiv-
ity 94%

2.1. Machine Learning Techniques

Various machine learning techniques have been used for automation of the bleeding detec-
tion in WCE images. In [48], authors proposed a method for automatic feature extraction
and detection of bleeding in endoscopy images. The endoscopy images are segmented
using block-based segmentation. The local features are discovered using color character-
istics. Different algorithms are investigated in this approach to classify the bleeding and
non-bleeding images. The performance parameters are also calculated to test the effec-
tiveness of these algorithms. The accuracy obtained by the proposed approach is 95%. In
[53], this approach presented bleeding detection in WCE images based on region-based
feature extraction. This method extracts features from HSI and CIE color spaces. Authors
used a uniform library binary pattern to label each region. The secondary set of features
can be extracted from the grayscale image. Classification of regions is done by support
vector machine (SVM) into three categories, namely, non-bleeding region, bleeding re-
gion, and background. GrowCut algorithm is used for the concluding segmentation of CE
images.

Xing et al. [56] introduced a three-step algorithm for automated detection of bleeding
in endoscopy images. Authors have done Key-frame extraction and edge removal as the
first step of preprocessing. In the second step, they separated the bleeding images from
the dataset of all the frames using the KNN classifier, applying the concept of principle
color spectrum by utilizing the superpixel color histogram feature. In the last step, the
segmentation of bleeding regions from the various color spaces is executed by securing a
9-D color feature vector at the superpixel feature. The accuracy attained is 0.99.

The system proposed by [13], focused on identifying the multiple blood specks in the
several frames captured from the WCE video. To overcome the performance degradation
due to the small size of the region of interest, the authors suggested an unsupervised ML
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Fig. 4. Literature review organization
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technique. It breaks the principal classification query into many confined classification
queries. This technique cluster the training set using fuzzy C-means, then implement im-
provised KNN on the determined centers rather than the entire training dataset. Authors
have also analyzed the performance and results of the proposed algorithm as opposed to
the typical KNN and SVM.

In the paper [52], Naive Bayes classifier and superpixel segmentation are used for au-
tomated obscure bleeding disclosure in WCE video dataset. They used the color histogram
for region discovery and feature extraction. In the final step, they adopted an improvised
semi naive bayesian classifier. In [28], authors have classified bleeding and non-bleeding
frames in wireless CE images utilizing color histogram of block statistics. Local feature
extraction is done using a WCE image block, preferably of an individual pixel. For the
contrasting color panels of RGB color space, index values are defined. So, the authors
used index values to extract the color histogram. Color histogram is useful in securing
distinct color texture characteristics. Feature reduction using color histogram and prin-
cipal component analysis is adopted to decrease the dimension of these local features.
Extracted local features that do not result in any computational strain provides the blocks
with bleeding regions. Authors used a public dataset of 2350 images that renders 97.85%
accuracy.

In [29], authors have worked on the system that distinguishes the bleeding images
and regions from the WCE dataset. WCE images are preprocessed to convert into a color
space defined by green to red pixel-ratio. These transformed images are used to obtain
various analytical features from the overlying spatial blocks. These various blocks are then
clustered into two clusters using K-means based clustering (unsupervised). These clusters
are used to obtain cluster-based features. These features combined into a global feature is
used along with differential cluster-based features to detect blood zone frames using an
SVM (supervised learning classifier). The proposed system achieved 97% precision.

2.2. CNN based segmentation techniques

Many authors have proposed CNN based methods for WCE bleeding detection mech-
anisms. Authors proposed a way in [30] for detection of bleeding regions in CE images
employing a semantic segmentation based on deep neural network, called SegNet. CNN is
trained using the successive layers of SegNet. Bleeding regions are detected in CE images
by segmenting the test images on the trained CNN. The efficiency achieved is 94.42%.
In [33], authors advised a simplified neural network (NN) for the detection of bleeding
frames by performing automatic bleeding regions segmentation on the CE dataset. Fitting
color channels are chosen as inputs to the neural network. An multi-layer perceptrons
and CNN are applied to conduct image classification individually. They decreased the
number of computational operations. The performance of the recommended systems is
assessed using the DICE score. The area under the receiver operating curve (AUC-ROC)
is 0.97. Due to significantly fewer computations, CNN is proved to be more beneficial
than multi-layer perceptron.

Authors in the paper [37] presented a high-level detection system for the bleeding
frames in the WCE image dataset. This system is implemented using a deep CNN that
detects both active and inactive frames. Authors have designed CNN to have 8 layers.
The network composes 3 convolutional layers, 3 pooling layers, and two fully connected
layers. The ReLU or the rectifier function is implemented at the convolutional layers and
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the first FC layer to increase non-linearity in the network. Images are made of different
objects that are not linear to each other. Without applying this activation function, the
image classification is treated as a linear problem, while it is in actual a non-linear one.
Pooling layers implement Max-Pooling to preserve the main features while also reducing
the size of the image. This helps reduce overfitting. One of the main causes for the over-
fitting to occur is that too much information fed into CNN. Especially if that information
is not relevant in classifying the image. SVM is more beneficial in the case where the user
wants to depreciate the entropy loss for prediction. So, CNN is devised by substituting
the SoftMax regression function at the secondary FC layer with an SVM classifier. But
this proposed system resulted in complex computations and required a large dataset of
designated images for training the CNN. So, the authors presented a way in the paper
[38] that implements the deep-learning technique of CNN with handcrafted features that
are obtained using a k-means clustering technique. This model is focused on detection of
frames with active and inactive bleeding. This approach reduces the computational cost
incurred in the training of CNN.

2.3. Other techniques

Authors in [47] have worked on a computerized way of finding abnormalities in the en-
doscopy images. These abnormalities can be erosion, erythema, ulcerations, polyp, bleed-
ing, etc. This proposed method examines images for varied textures so that, it can differ-
entiate abnormal images from the normal ones effectively. The distribution of different
textures in an endoscopy image can be captured using a textons histogram. It is done
by applying a FB (filter bank) and LBP (local binary patterns). This proposed approach
gives 92% recall and 91.8% specificity on WCE images. In [40], authors have worked
on a computer-aided system that uses various approaches to detect the abnormalities in
the images obtained from CE. Authors have employed CNN, region recommendation,
transfer learning. In the first step, they have used a CascadeProposal to recommend high-
recall regions and abnormal frames. In the second step, the authors used a multi-regional
combination technique to detect the regions of interest and have also operated a salient re-
gion segmentation approach to catch certain region spots. For object boundary filtration,
a dense-region fusion algorithm is applied. And lastly, to increase the efficiency of the
proposed model, transfer learning tactics are exercised in CNN.

Authors of [23] presented a computer-aided look-behind fully CNN (LB-FCN) al-
gorithm to automatically catch the anomalies in CE images. It uses blocks of parallel
convolutional layers with varied filter dimensions to derive the multi-scale features from
WCE images. All the LB linked features are combined with the features deduced from
prior layers. As LB-FCN has fewer free parameter as compared to conventional CNN, it
makes it much easier to train the network on smaller datasets. The AUC performance of
LB-FCN achieved is 93.5%. In [20], they have aimed at reducing the analysis time of the
WCE video frames by presenting a computer-aided approach that automatically identi-
fies the abnormal frames. They have worked on an ensemble of two SVMs that are based
on HSV and RGB color spectrums. Feature selection and parameter tuning are done by
using a nested cross-validation approach. For the betterment of performance, exhaustive
analysis is carried out to decide the best feature sets. The dataset used comprises of 8872
WCE frames. This fusion system renders an accuracy of 95%, specificity of 95.3% and
sensitivity of 94%. A CNN is suggested in [42] for the GI angioectasia detection during
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small bowel in CE images. Local features are extracted through deep feature extraction
using an approach of segmentation of images based on semantics. Authors created a se-
mantic segmentation-based CNN for classification of GI angioectasias. The sensitivity
and specificity achieved is 100% and 96% respectively.

The work done in [54] aims for an automated way for the detection of angioectasias
in WCE image dataset. This approach depends on the automatic separation of a region
of importance. That region is chosen by applying a module for the task of image seg-
mentation based on the approach of Maximum a Posteriori where a new hastened variant
of the Expectation-Maximization is also advised. This proposed method attained sensi-
tivity and specificity values of 96% and 94.08% respectively with 95.58% accuracy in a
database comprising 800 WCE frames designated by two gastroenterologists. In this pa-
per [7], they have conducted ulcer and lesion detection and classification in WCE dataset
employing two pre-trained CNN, GoogleNet and AlexNet. These two networks perform
object classification to obtain ulcer and non-ulcer frames. Due to a huge number of layers
in GoogleNet, AlexNet resulted in double the efficiency of GoogleNet for training. The
efficiency of both networks is enhanced by tuning the parameters. It is also found in this
study that higher the learning rate of the network, higher is the resulting accuracy. The
learning rate of 0.0001 renders adequate results for both the networks.

AlexNet attained 100% accuracy with the rate of 0.001. Authors in [12] trained a
deep CNN to distinguish ulcers and erosions in small bowel CE images automatically.
This CNN is based on an single shot multiBox detector that holds 16 layers. The CNN is
trained using SSD on the 5,360 images. For the testing phase, 10,440 WCE images are fed
to CNN, out of which, 440 are of erosions or ulcers. This system renders an accuracy of
91.5%. Whereas, in the paper [14], they have focused on decreasing the misidentification
rate for a polyp in CE images. This will support the professionals in finding the most sig-
nificant regions to pay consideration. Features are deduced using color wavelet and CNN.
These extracted features are then fed to a train an SVM. SVM will classify the CE frames
into the polyp region and normal frames classes. They achieved 98.34% accuracy. The
study performed by [34] has focused on detecting a hookworm abnormality in wireless
capsule endoscopy images. They have adopted the deep learning algorithm to recognize
the tube-like pattern of hookworm. For the better activity of the classification, two neural
networks are employed, edge extraction CNN and hookworm classification CNN. Both
the CNNs are seamlessly integrated into the recommended system to evade edge feature
caching. The edge extraction CNN provides the tubular regions and the hookworm CNN
gives the feature maps. Both the results are integrated into the pooling layers to produce
an intensified feature map accentuating tubular region and achieved 88.5% accuracy.

Our research concentrates on the automatic bleeding detection in capsule endoscopy
videos using a convolutional neural network. Literature review organization in terms of
techniques has been shown in Figure 4 while highlighting the CNN based approaches.
CNN is fast, efficient, and it needs limited preprocessing of the images [23], [7], [12]. We
have used CNN in the proposed method for the detection of the bleeding frames in WCE
images along with explanation of test results and the impact of involved features.
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3. Methodology

A computerized system for bleeding detection in WCE images is proposed to catch the
presence of a threat in the digestive tract that caused the bleeding. A dataset of WCE
videos with frames holding both bleeding and non-bleeding frames is collected (from
PSRI hospital, New Delhi) and used for the proposed approach.

3.1. Proposed classification approach

The basic layout of the proposed methodology is shown in Figure 5. It shows preprocess-
ing, denoising and image learning. The obtained WCE video dataset is fed to the VLC
software to extract images. Figure 3 shows the snapshot of the extracted image dataset.
The number of WCE images extracted for the dataset is 2,621 with 505 bleeding and
2,116 normal frames. All the images extracted are resized consistently to prepare them
for the proposed model. High-resolution images involve more computations and higher
memory specifications. If the input is a scaled-down variant of the bigger images, then
determining key features in the initial layers will be easier for the network. So, we have
resized our WCE images to a size of 100×100 pixels for a scaled-down CNN. Stationary
Discrete Wavelet Transform tool in MATLAB (SWT) is used as a de-noising algorithm
to smoothen the images, remove noise/artifacts and undesired distortions present in the
images. Processed images are then fed to the convolutional neural network (CNN). The
complexity of the model depends upon the complexity of the data. We can start by adding
only one hidden layer in the network with neurons and then check the quality of trained
network using cross-validation. Subsequently, deepen the network by adding more layers
and neurons until the validation becomes stable. CNN works by automatically extract-
ing features from the image using the training set of WCE images. CNN parameters and
options are tuned to obtain better performance on the empirical trail basis. The methods
for tuning the options of the CNN is discussed later in this section in detail. The trained
network is applied to the test set of images for classification for comparative analysis. The
accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of the network are measured from confusion matrix
and precision-recall graph curve is also plotted. Performance of the proposed model is
compared with traditional machine learning methods such as Linear classifier, Support
Vector Machines (SVM), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Random Forest (RF)
algorithms.

Dataset preparation The WCE dataset used in this research is collected from Pushpawati
Singhania Research Institute, (PSRI) Delhi, India of gastroenterology through a known
gastroenterologist. A set of 2,621 WCE images is extracted from the video using VLC
software at a rate of 2 frames per second. This dataset comprises of 505 bleeding frames
and 2,116 normal frames. For video to image sampling using the VLC software, one
can set the properties like image dimensions, bit depth, frame extraction rate, etc. in the
preferences tab of the VLC software. The WCE images have color homogeneity problem
as the color to be detected has a wide range of shades. The blood shade may fluctuate
extensively from bright red to deep red, brownish, also containing redness of the normal
skin tissues.
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Fig. 5. Pipeline of the proposed technique
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Fig. 6. (a) Input image (b) De-noised image

Pre-processing After acquiring the WCE image dataset, image preprocessing steps are
done to enhance the performance of the network model to which the processed images are
being fed. Pre-processing steps of image processing techniques are applied to the acquired
image dataset for getting enhanced images to contrast the binary classification. The steps
for preprocessing are as follows.

The first step of the pre-processing is to resize all the images to the a specific size for
example 100×100. Deep learning network need consistent sizes and optimal size images
for efficient and faster performance. High-resolution images involve more computations
and higher memory specifications. If the input is a scaled down variant of the bigger
images, then determining key features in the initial layers will be easier for the network
[15].

De-noising using SWT We have implemented stationary wavelet transform (SWT) for
noise removal and examine the statistically non-predictable signals, particularly at the re-
gion of discontinuities [45]. Since images have discontinuities at the edges, they can be
presented spatially in a multi-resolution manner by using the SWT technique [8]. SWT is
a wavelet transform that is used to transform signals or images to derive valuable informa-
tion for the analysis as well as saves the computational cost and reduce required memory
space. As we are working with medical images, the loss in information can adversely af-
fect the result. SWT de-noising requires decomposition, level thresholding, and inverse
transforming for reconstructing the image. For the step of decomposition, SWT algorithm
decomposes an image into coefficients to get details about the image like contrast, corre-
lation, energy, homogeneity, entropy, etc. It is done by a choosing a specific wavelet for
image decomposition such as Haar, Daubechies, SymN, etc.

We have chosen Daubechies for our work by experimental analysi and also suggested
by [11] for the image decomposition and de-noising. Daubechies wavelet being an or-
thogonal wavelet does not unnecessarily color the white noise, preserves the energy and
relatively offer longer support [46]. The SWT decomposition of the image results into
four sub-images to get the coefficients. These sub-images are obtained by applying ver-
tical and horizontal filters that are low-pass filter (LPF) and high-pass filter (HPF). The
resultant four sub-images of varying contrast, orientations, sharpness, and resolutions are
called as approximations (average components) and detail components (horizontal, ver-
tical and diagonal). After de-noising the images with these threshold limits, we apply an
inverse transform to reconstruct the original image from the sub-images but without noise.
The reconstruction is the reversed course of decomposition and known as inverse wavelet
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transform. Figure 6 shows the smoothing effect by the SWT denoising which is easier for
the CNN to perform binary classification.

Classification using CNN Classification of frames into bleeding and non-bleeding cate-
gory is done by employing a convolutional neural network (CNN). De-noised images are
fed into ConvNet (CNN) for detection of the bleeding in the processed set of images.

1. Defining the CNN architecture: ConvNet takes in images as three-dimensional
objects. Neurons in the layers of CNN are organized in 3 dimensions: width, height,
depth. Depth is same as number of color channels in the input image. Determining the
optimal number of hidden layers and neurons that are incorporated into the network
is a crucial part. Underfitting arises as a result of using too few neurons in the layers
to sufficiently recognize the signals in a complex data set, whereas using too many
neurons can give rise to time complexity and overfitting issues. Overfitting happens
when the network has excessive data processing capability such that the confined
amount of data comprised in the training set is not sufficient to train all of the neurons
in the hidden layers.
Another issue that can arise is the increased time taken to train the network with an
overly huge number of neurons in the layers. Some adjustment needs to be made be-
tween an abundant and inadequate number of neurons in the hidden layers. We can
start by adding only one hidden layer in the network with neurons and then check val-
idation accuracy of the network through cross-validation. To optimize the network,
we deepen the network gradually so that it can deal with more complex data and avoid
underfitting. According to Heaton research in [1], more than 2 hidden layers in the
network generally result in enabling the model to learn complex representations and
extract features. We can try to optimize the performance by adding more neurons in
the existing hidden layers or adding new hidden layers. Heaton [1] suggests that we
can use a thumb rule instead of hit-and-trial which can be time-consuming and labo-
rious. For defining a satisfactory number of neurons in the hidden layers, following
steps should be used:

– The number of neurons should fall within the range of the size of the input layer
and the output layer.

– It shall be 2/3 the size of the input layer, as well as the size of the output layer.
– It needs to be less than twice the size of the input layer.

The very first layer in the network is an image input layer that receives the denoised
images scaled to 100 × 100 × 3, for three color channels. We have incorporated 3
Conv layers, 2 pooling layers and, 1 fully connected layer. Due to small input im-
age patch, 3 layers of convolution is enough, two pooling layers to be in between
convolutional layers and one fully connected layer for binary classification. A batch
normalization layer is always introduced after every Conv layer, followed by a ReLU
layer to maintain the non-linearity of the image. Non-linear features of an image are
the changes and shifts in pixels, the edges, borders, various colors, etc. Linear images
do not appear normal to the human eye as they lack brightness and above-mentioned
features. Conventional layers are linear in nature to learn the concept hierarchy and
various non-linear activation functions have been incorporated in CNN for efficient
feature extraction. A combination of linear inputs cannot generate a non-linear out-
put, so without a non-linear activation function, the network will act like a single-layer
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perceptron to accumulate all the layers of the network and follow a the standard of
linear function [57]. As the second layer, a 2-D convolutional layer is defined with
eight 3 × 3 convolutions with stride 1 and the same padding as input images. Pool-
ing layer is applied with the arguments of 2 × 2 max pooling, stride of 2 and same
padding. One fully connected layer for the bleeding and non-bleeding classes is de-
fined and followed by a soft-max and classification layer to apply soft-max function
and evaluate the cross-entropy loss.

2. Training the network: Dataset is split into training, validation and testing sets with
standard proportion of 70%, 15%, and 15% respectively. So, CNN is trained on a
random 70% training set split while regulating the weights on the network for less
training error until the validation criteria is met.

3. Validating the network: Validation set is used to minimize over-fitting in the net-
work and to ensure that any increment in accuracy over the training dataset results
into an increment in accuracy over a test dataset that has not been yet exposed to the
network or the network has not been trained on it such as validation dataset.

4. Testing the network: The trained network is then run on the test dataset of images
for the classification of the bleeding and non-bleeding frames. This will yield the
performance comparison and prediction robustness of the network.

5. Parameters and options tuning: For better performance of the network, parameter
and options are tuned to optimal values for the underlying data distribution. Stochas-
tic gradient descent with momentum (SGDM) is used as a solver with mini-batches
of sizes 10. The total number of training samples in a batch is the batch size. Too
small batch size results into gradient descent not being smooth, slow learning of the
model and error may oscillate too much, whereas too high batch size results into the
longer time required to do one training iteration with relatively small results [51].
SGDM is one of the best optimization algorithms as it helps in preventing oscilla-
tions. The number of epochs is the number of passes through the whole training set
while training the network. Using a large number of epochs can result in over-fitting
of the network and using a very small number of epochs result in an under-fit network
[38]. Early stopping process enables us to use a large number of epochs but stops the
network training as soon as a validation criterion is met. A smaller learning rate de-
creases the speed of the learning in the network, but it enables the network to converge
smoothly. First, we chose a small learning rate varying between 1e-5 to 1 and then we
check the performance of our network. To improve performance, a smaller learning
rate is used [24]. The maximum number of epochs used in the proposed network is 6
with a learning rate of 1e-5 for better training after checking the performance of the
network with different hit-and-trial values for these parameters.

3.2. Proposed Explanation Approach

Currently, in medical domain, XAI functionality is a necessary requirement for many ma-
chine learning-based medical research, education and clinical decision making scenarios.
Systems for solving the medical domain explanation problem can be distinguished into
two types; post-hoc systems and ante-hoc systems. Post-hoc systems help in providing
local explanations for a particular decision made by machine learning so that it can be
made interpretable on demand rather than explaining the whole systems behavior. One of
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the algorithms that enables post-hoc explainability is LIME. Local interpretable model-
agnostic explanations (LIME) [3] is the original Python implementation of this explana-
tion technique. LIME takes two inputs: the neural network as generated by TensorFlow
and the result of a specific frame to generate a matrix representation of the regions that
triggered the corresponding classification. Ante-hoc systems are interpretable by design
and referred to as glass-box approaches in the literature [35]; examples are decision trees,
linear regression and fuzzy inference systems. In an applied science context, LIME has
already been used for explaining machine learning models for the heat failure detection
in air handling units [43]. Base idea of the explanation process has been published by
Avleen et al. [44] and the proposed work is an extension of the previous work.

Fig. 7. Classification and Explanation Process

The classification and explanation process has been depicted in Figure 7, which de-
scribes the classification procedure by machine learning model as well as explanation and
visualization by LIME for each image frame. The image data set is trained with a machine
learning model (CNN in our example). The trained model is given to our proposed XAI
model for providing classifications and explanations for these binary sick and healthy
image classes. The overall explanations for the whole test data can be provided to the
medical professionals for assisting them in decision making. The overall recommenda-
tion and explanation is provided by the health-care professional by making an aggregate
ranking system for providing the severity of the intestinal bleeding in the patient case.
The architecture of the proposed model is depicted in Figure 8 where the whole process
can be divided into four segments: Pre-processing, applying the CNN model, explanation-
generation using LIME, and decision-assistance for healthcare professionals.

4. Performance Metrics

Various performance metrics that have been used for the evaluation of the efficiency of
the proposed system are as follows.

4.1. Confusion Matrix

The exactness and reliability of a system are calculated through a confusion matrix which
is also termed as an error-matrix. This matrix supports in getting a clear idea of the per-
formance of the system by analyzing the mis-classification rate and accuracy.
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Fig. 8. The Architecture for the proposed model

1. True Positive (TP) is when the predicted and actual classes are identical tp true class.
For instance, a frame that has bleeding present in it is getting predicted in the bleeding
class.

2. True Negative (TN) is when the predicted and actual element is negative. For instance,
a normal image without any bleeding getting predicted in normal class.

3. False Positive (FP): When the system predicts an element to be in true class but in
actual it does not. For example a non-bleeding frame getting predicted in the bleeding
class.

4. False Negative (FN): When the system predicts that an element does not belong to a
false class but in actual it does. For example an actual bleeding frame is predicted as
normal by the model.

In our research, the WCE image dataset is slightly unbalanced as it comprises of smaller
ratio of bleeding frames as compared to normal frames. Accuracy alone is not considered
a good evaluation metric in cases of unbalanced data classification. Both false negatives
(FN) and false positives (FP) are important in medical image classification. In the case of
endoscopy images, the cost of false negatives is as important as the false positives [19].
The damage of a bleeding frame to not get detected is worse than the damage of detecting
a normal frame as bleeding as all the frames predicted as bleeding will be observed by the
physician for the final judgment but the frames predicted as normal frames will probably
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be overlooked. Nevertheless we do not want a large number of false positives in our
prediction as it will reduce the efficiency of the network.

4.2. Accuracy

Accuracy refers to the total number of correct classifications done by the network out
of the total number of examples. As shown in equation 6, accuracy is the rate of true
predictions by all the true and false predictions combined.

Accuracy =
(TP + TN)

(TP + FP + FN + TN)
(6)

4.3. Sensitivity or Recall

Sensitivity is the rate of accurately predicted positives to genuine positives. Recall gives
us an idea about a model’s performance proportionate to false negatives. As shown in
equation 7, recall focuses on catching all the frames that have “bleeding” with the pre-
diction as “bleeding”, not just concerning catching frames correctly. For medical image
classification problems, high sensitivity is preferred as it indicated high true positive value
and low number of false negatives.

Specificity =
TP

(TP + FN)
(7)

4.4. Specificity

Specificity is the rate of accurately predicted negatives to the actual negatives. Specificity
is the exact reverse of sensitivity. Equation 8 shows the specificity derived from a confu-
sion matrix.

Specificity =
TN

(TN + FP )
(8)

4.5. Precision

Precision is the rate of accurately predicted positives to all the predicted positives. In
equation 9, precision shows the proportion of the frames that are detected as having the
presence of bleeding, actually had bleeding. Recall provides us an idea about a network’s
performance concerning false negatives, the frames that the network missed. Precision
provides us with the idea of its performance concerning false positives for the frames that
were predicted. Precision is about predicting frames correctly, whereas Recall is about
prediction all the positive frames correctly. So, for minimizing false negatives, we have to
focus on getting Recall as best as possible with a decent and acceptable Precision value.
The values of both Precision and Recall can be monitored by a single value performance
metric called as F1 score.

Precision =
TP

(TP + FP )
(9)
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4.6. F1 Score

To consider the role of both precision and recall, the F1 score is computed as in 10 which
is simply the harmonic mean of precision and recall. In the case of unbalanced class
distribution in the dataset, F1 score is a better evaluation metric than accuracy. Low value
of F1 score indicates a problem when one of the Precision and Recall has a low value. In
that case, F1 score is closer to the smaller value than the bigger value out of these two.

F1 Score =
(2× Precision×Recall)

(Precision+Recall)
(10)

4.7. Precision-Recall curve

To demonstrate the trade-off in precision and recall, PR curve gives a more informational
depiction of the performance of the network with unbalanced dataset [19], [16]. The area
under the PR curve varies from 0 to 1 and also gives an idea about the network’s perfor-
mance. If AUC is close to 1 then the model is considered as good. The closer the curve
is to the top-right edge, the more reliable the system. Henceforth, a greater area under the
curve (AUC) symbolizes that the system has higher precision and higher recall.

5. Result Evaluation

In this research, we have used MATLAB 2018a for implementing the proposed model.
MATLAB offers a good data visualization and it also offers a large number of toolboxes/
apps for processing and ploting image dataset with ease of usage. We have preprocessed
the WCE images and trained a convolutional neural network. The performance of pro-
posed model is compared with traditional machine learning methods including linear dis-
criminant model, SVM, ANN, Random Forest. The performances of the models are eval-
uated from metrics derived from confusion matrix like accuracy, specificity, sensitivity,
precision and F1 score.

5.1. System and Data Configuration

ANT PC (10 Cores 20 Threads), Intel C612 Chipset Motherboard with single Socket,
32GB ECC RAM 2400Mhz, Dual Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080TI 11GB, Intel Server
Heatsink, 250GB Samsung 860 Evo SATA SSD, 2TB Western Digital HDD, 1000W 80+
Gold Power Supply, Ubuntu operating system. The WCE dataset of 2, 621 images are col-
lected from Pushpawati Singhania Research Institute (PSRI) institute of gastroenterology
in Delhi India. It comprises of 505 bleeding frames and 2,116 normal frames.

Various textures, color and contrast types in the image dataset are shown in the Figure
9. These sample images render the frames with both malignant and benign features like
bleeding, polyp, wrinkles and contractions. The images with turbid present in the system
and images of walls of digestive system are also depicted in the figure 9. In our research,
we focused only on extracting the frames that have bleeding present in them from the
entire dataset.
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Fig. 9. Various ailments in the dataset. (a) Bleeding (b) Polyp (c) Turbid (d) Wrinkles
and blobs (e) Membrane wall

5.2. Classification Results

Confusion matrix of the proposed system is plotted in Table 2 to calculate the evalua-
tion metrics. Metrics like accuracy, sensitivity (recall), specificity, precision, F1 score are
evaluated using the values of TP, FP, TN, FN using confusion matrix entries in Table 2. In
Table 3, the accuracy ratios have been calculated using confusion matrix (Table 2) of the
binary classification has been shown. It is observed that the false negatives are 8 and false
positives are 24. The test accuracy obtained is 91.9%. The values taken from confusion
plot are the TP = 52, TN = 309, FP = 8, FN = 24, sensitivity (recall or TPR) = 68.5%,
specificity (TNR) = 97.5%, precision = 86.7%. Precision and recall are used to calculate
F1 score. As we can see in Table 4, test accuracy is better than validation accuracy, so
it can be concluded that network is not a result of over-fitting. Recall has slightly lower
value and precision is higher. F1 score falls in between both the recall and precision. The
recall is affected due to the high number of false negatives.

The precision-recall curve is plotted using the results from the proposed model and
shown in Figure 10, the curve depicts the trade-off between precision and recall of the
network. The area under the PR curve (AUC-PR) is calculated to be 0.82. The value of
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Table 2. Confusion matrix of test dataset which is 15% of (2,116+500) = 393 images.
Positive means bleeding and negative means normal images.

Predicted
Positive Negative Total

Actual
Positive 52 8 60
Negative 24 309 333

Total 76 317 393

Table 3. Performance metric ratios such as sensitivity, specificity, precision & accuracy
using confusion matrix in Table 2 for binary classification

Predicted:Yes Predicted:No Overall
Bleeding Actual:Yes 13.2% (52) 2% (8) 86.7% (Precision)
Normal Actual:No 6.1% (24) 78.6% (309) 7.2%
Overall 68.4% (Sensitivity) 97.5% (Specificity) 91.9 % (Accuracy)

AUC-PR is affected by the low recall value in our experiments. PR Curve depicts the
trade-off between precision and recall values of the model.

5.3. Comparative Analysis

In Table 5, we have compared the performance of our model with traditional machine
learning models based on standard evaluation metrics. Due to the fact that WCE image
dataset being imbalanced in nature, the performance evaluation of the models cannot rely
on just accuracy and therefore, advanced metrics are calculated [39]. The F1 score of SVM
and Random forest is close to the proposed model. But, these two models require manual
feature extraction, segmentation, thresholding, etc. Whereas, the proposed model does not
rely on handcrafted features. So, it reduces the human intervention of surveying the fea-
ture extraction and ML techniques followed by orchestrating various algorithms together.
Hence, the proposed CNN system has outperformed to detect the bleeding frames in the
WCE images. The performance of the proposed system on WCE images is slightly bet-
ter (with F1 score of 0.76) than the other traditional machine learning algorithms shown
in compared in Table 5. The performance of a classifier is not always evaluated just by
the accuracy but other important metrics like precision, recall, F1 score and ease of imple-
mentation must also considered to analyse the efficiency and reproducibility of the model.

Table 4. Performance evaluation of the CNN mode on WCE dataset
Sr. Metric Value
1 Validation Accuracy 90.84%
2 Test Accuracy 91.92%
3 Sensitivity 68.42%
4 Specificity 97.48%
5 Precision 86.67%
6 F1 Score 0.7647
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Fig. 10. Precision-Recall curve of CNN model

Table 5. Comparative analysis of the proposed model with state-of-the-art techniques
Sr. ML Model Accuracy Sens. Spec. Precision F1 Score
1 CNN 91.92% 68.42% 97.48% 86.67% 0.76
2 Logistic Regression Model 89.72% 82.27% 90.84% 58.92% 0.68
3 SVM 91.01% 92.19% 91.86% 63.29% 0.75
4 ANN 89.43% 56.34% 97.21% 82.79% 0.67
5 Random Forest 91.11% 87.95% 91.61% 62.30% 0.73

Moreover, the computational burden and human intervention is also decreased in the pro-
posed model as there is no requirement for manual feature extraction as it is in other above
stated models. The manual feature extraction by using color histogram and co-occurrence
matrix increases the computational steps and hassle for the model application. Moreover
it also requires a ground level knowledge of image processing and basic machine learning
model. Whereas, using CNN network is trending nowadays for its ease of direct image
input for learning and its working strategy is similar to humans way of learning.
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Fig. 11. Annotating the red lesions in capsule endoscopy images

Fig. 12. The bloody regions are shown to give the glimpse of the areas due to which the
image is classified as bloody image

5.4. Explanation Results with LIME

LIME provides explanations for bleeding images by drawing the boundaries over the
bloody areas in the tested image known as annotations as shown in the Figures 11, 12 and
13. The decision made by black box machine learning model gets justified using LIME
XAI model for further analysis by the area experts and adds on the model reliability.
Bleeding region is highlighted for features or areas due to which the image is classified
as bleeding case. LIME has been tested for all the bleeding images in the validation and
test dataset similar to Figure 13. Thus the proposed CNN model is easy to use, efficient
and transparent through model agnostic XAI technique for complex medical image appli-
cations. Nonetheless, the proposed technique is reproducible and scalable for any image
classification application.

6. Conclusion

The proposed CNN model classifies and annotates the bleeding frames in wireless cap-
sule endoscopy (WCE) video dataset. A real time video has been obtained from a known
gastroenterologist. Images are sampled from the WCE video using VLC software and
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Fig. 13. LIME explanations provided in the form of boundaries for bloody regions

pre-processed to a get standard sized, de-noised images for efficient machine learning
model. A convolutional neural network (CNN) is designed and proposed for the classifi-
cation of WCE frames into the bleeding and non-bleeding categories. The performance
of the proposed model is compared with other traditional machine learning models on the
basis of evaluation parameters. We have proposed and prototyped an explainable machine
learning tool that should be used by medical experts as a decision-support system to de-
tect gastroenterological bleeding faster and in a more reliable manner. The assumption
for using proposed model is the availability of a GPU system since CNN classification is
computationally complex. Traditional machine learning models with handcrafted features
could be faster if GPU system is not available.

There is still room for improvement by exploring other deep learning models and vari-
ants of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI). Image moments should also be analysed
since they yield robust image features which are rotation, scaling and traslation invariants.
Other modalities should also be incorporated for a multi-modal machine learning such as
free expert text available with the images.
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